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From the Arctic waters of Alaska to the southern tip of California, this fully illustrated

guideÂ captures the stunning diversity of fishes along the western coastlines of the United States

and Canada. The combined work of renowned marine science illustrator Val Kells and distinguished

ichthyologists Luiz A. Rocha and Larry G. Allen, A Field Guide to Coastal Fishes: From Alaska to

California is this regionâ€™s most current and thorough fish identification guide. Whether you are an

angler, scuba diver, naturalist, student, or teacher, you will find every fish youâ€™re trying to

identify, each shown in lifelike detail. The bookâ€™s coverage extends fromÂ shallow, brackish

waters to depths of about 200 meters.Key features includeÂ· Over 950 illustrations of adults,

juveniles, and color variants Â· Descriptions of 157 fish families and almost 700 speciesÂ· Text

presented adjacent to the illustrationsÂ· Concise details about the biology, range, and distribution of

each speciesÂ Â Â Â Â Â Â Poised to become your go-to reference, this guide will find a welcome

spot on your boat, in your backpack, or on your bookshelf.
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Extraordinary attention to detail in beautiful full color illustrations. Fish geeks will be in heaven - 23

species of snailfish and 93, yes 93 species of Sculpins! 25 species of poachers...this book has it all.

Invaluable for scuba divers trying to determine what they saw on their dives.

Excellent book for both the amateur enthusiast and scientist. As a fish artist myself, I greatly

appreciate the illustrations. This is an excellent reference to carry along on trip anywhere along the



Pacific coast of North America.

Val's book is a 5 star. It's clear, well documented, easy to follow, the paintings are precise, the copy

is readable, and besides, the researchers of Florida State University, out on the ocean, use it for

identification, which is a clear indicator of how good the book is. Joasha Dundas

A decent field guide with stunning drawings, but there a quite a few errors that slipped through

editing. Also this book does not include a systematic key to identification for the generas - a problem

shared by many other amateur field guides. But to be honest, many species are hard to tell apart,

and having a key to identification is crucial in the field, and would certainly bring this book to a totally

different level. Nonetheless, this is a great book, and the drawings are absolutely amazing.

Very nice layout and illustrations.

An exhaustive encyclopedia of fishes but short on details.

Perfect!
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